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0rest 0har  
Northern SECTION CHIEF 

 

NSP Biography:  
 

0rest 0har joined Mount Brighton Ski Patrol of Michigan in 1986 with NSP #127723.  He 

transferred to New Hampshire in the early 1990’s and became an Alpine Senior Patroller during 

the new Senior Clinic/Evaluation program as piloted by Eastern Division. 

Kathy Gerrard invited 0rest to join the Senior OEC program as a Trainer-Evaluator (TE).  This was 

his first regional staff appointment.  During this same time, he also joined the NH Region Ski and 

Toboggan Staff as a TE.  0rest’s dynamic instructional style has touched hundreds of candidates 

with his contributions to the Eastern Division senior program.  

From 1998 to 2001 NH Region appointed 0rest as the S&T Advisor, where he expanded the 

formal clinic events to include non-senior level Toboggan Enhancement opportunities.  0rest 

recruited and developed the S&T Staff from two instructors to twelve.  His goal was to create a 

professional staff capable of meeting the changing needs of Patrol Directors statewide.  Ski and 

Toboggan became his first Instructor Trainer appointment. 

0rest began marketing the Region’s S&T training events using the newsletter calendar and the 

new Internet website.  In-person promotion was emphasized utilizing Section Chiefs to promote 

events with Patrol Directors.  Ski and Toboggan Staff Instructors visited OEC refreshers, and 

fostered training opportunities at all levels.  Non-Senior Toboggan Enhancement events were 

emphasized.  Patrollers were encouraged to join events - such as Killington and Sunday River 

clinics- regardless of geographic location within Eastern Division.   

In 2004, 0rest joined the Region’s Instructor Development (ID) Staff.  His goal, as an ID 

Instructor, was to reach out to members throughout the state and offer an opportunity to 

attend a quality Instructor Development class.  Regardless of class size, 0rest’s goal was to 

provide a fundamentally solid ID experience.  With his guidance, the NH Region Instructor 

Development calendar grew exponentially to offer multiple smaller classes each year.  For his 

dedication to his students and the program, the Region awarded him another Instructor Trainer 

appointment. 

From 2005 to 2008 0rest again guided the NH Region’s S&T Program as Lead Advisor.  During 

this time, he spearheaded the elimination of the two day Senior Exam format to a one day 

Challenge version.  To accomplish this, a Pre-Test was developed for the week prior, allowing 

candidates an opportunity to ease into the exam format.  Partnering with the EMARI Region, he 

formalized the policies and procedures for collaborative training and testing.  This spread the 

duties and responsibilities of training, testing and oversight of a larger pool of competent 

instructors.   

Over the last two decades as an S&T Instructor Trainer (IT), 0rest has managed the Region’s 

Alpine Toboggan Instructor appointment process.  He also developed a partnership with the 

Professional Ski Instructor Association’s (PSIA) Education Committee.   His goal has been to bring 
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the best instructor training programs from this sister organization to the S&T instructors 

responsible for teaching in the New Hampshire Region.   

During 0rest’s last season as S&T Advisor, he joined the Region’s Internet Website Committee. 

He was instrumental in purchasing and implementing an Education Course Registration software 

to manage the Region’s events.  With the collaboration of the EMARI region, the S&T courses 

had grown to over fourteen events.  Managing trainer evaluators, candidates and students 

required new methodologies and tools.  0rest has continued to chair of the NH Region’s Internet 

Website Committee and leads its technical growth and search engine optimization as a tool for 

marketing the NH Region’s educational outreach programs. 

On July 15, 2008, National Ski Patrol awarded Alpine Senior Patroller 0rest 0har with the 

National Appointment #10816 for his excellence in teaching and for his leadership in managing 

educational programs within the New Hampshire Region.   

During the last decade, 0rest has customizing Senior OEC training programs to meet the needs 

of dedicated patrol members facing learning disabilities.  By creating specialized training 

programs for adults whose varied learning styles stood in the way of exam success, he was able 

to develop an exam preparation curriculum from a strategic and tactical perspective with new 

research in Neuro-Biology and Neuro-Psychology.  0rest created a Senior OEC “Pre-Course” with 

tools that teach students how to manage the stress of exam anxiety and master skills relevant to 

emergency medical management.  This evolved into a four-week series of indoor practice 

sessions, allowing students an opportunity to master senior-oriented skills through guided 

practice.  This is designed to augment the existing Senior OEC training program based on 

realistic on-snow scenarios.  Students develop management skills under stress-free, indoor 

conditions then utilize their new capabilities at the traditional outdoor clinics. 

In the last few years as an ID Instructor Trainer and Technology Information expert on the 

website committee, 0rest partnered with Lee Murphy, the Region’s ID Advisor to formalize “On-

line” educational opportunities.  The goal was to implement self-paced hybrid education courses 

that students can take on-line.  Standardized NSP video lectures and quizzes prepare students in 

online classrooms.  Students develop practical skills in 6-Pack Lesson Planning, Progressive 

Lesson Development and Positive Immediate Feedback. This on-line learning is designed to 

emulate university-style “long distance learning.”  Instructor Development staff members are 

dispatched to local mountains to facilitate final lesson content delivery sessions.  The goal of 

moving education on-line is to provide an immediate response to student demand.  This also 

allows the students to determine the pace of their own progress as they move into Instructor 

Mentoring programs.   

As 0rest 0har continues in his various IT roles, he is dedicated to creating talented instructors for 

National Ski Patrol.  As Northern Section Chief, he is committed to influence Region and Eastern 

Division growth with the same fortitude and dedication as he exemplified when working as a 

Program Advisor, Instructor Trainer and NH Region Staff Member. 


